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2.   Research Questions
Can LLMs be used to improve tests?
- To what extent can tests be improved using 

ChatGPT-3.5, utilizing the static approach?
- To what extent can tests be improved using 

ChatGPT-3.5, utilizing the dynamic approach?
- What is the most efficient number of prompts 

that must be sent to ChatGPT-3.5 such that the 
mutation score is maximized?

1. Background
- Testing is crucial for ensuring that the program
behaves as intended
- Achieving high mutation score can be difficult
- There have been certain Search-Based and Fuzz 
Testing (SBFT) tools which have showed promising 
results
- EvoSuite – based on evolutionary algorithms [1]
- LLMs have been used for various software ap-
plications, including test suites generation [2, 3]

3.   Methodology
- Initially extract mutation score from 

original test suite
- Create the first prompt by using the 

classes, test cases and mutation score
- Send the prompt to GPT-3.5
- Extract the test suite from the response, 

while storing its mutation score or if it 
crashed

- Create the subsequent prompt by 
including the output of the suite

- Send the new prompt to the LLM and 
continue this iterative process until 9 
total prompts have been sent

- If a test suite received from GPT-3.5 got 
errors, enumerate them in the next 
prompt to allow the LLM to fix them

- Be more explicit in results for better 
results: “include the correct package”, 
“provide the entire code”, “here are a list 
of mutants that I would like you to focus 
on” etc.
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4. Benchmark and Results
-     Extracted classes from Apache Commons library and SF110

-     Isolated classes

-      Classes with dependencies
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